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Maximize your study time with Anatomy: An Essential Textbook!A total of 400 USMLE-style
review questions with explanatory answersA streamlined, bullet point format to help you quickly
learn essential facts and concepts70 tables for quick review of crucial informationMore than 450
brilliant, fully labeled color illustrations, from Thieme's acclaimed Atlas of Anatomy, including
online access for study and self-testing with "labels-on, labels-off"Focuses on the targeted
information for USMLE success

From the Back CoverHighly rated by First Aid for the USMLE !Maximize your study time with
Anatomy: An Essential Textbook !A total of 400 USMLE-style review questions with explanatory
answersA streamlined, bullet point format to help you quickly learn essential facts and
concepts70 tables for quick review of crucial informationMore than 450 brilliant, fully labeled
color illustrations, from Thieme's acclaimedAtlas of Anatomy , including online access for study
and self-testing with labels-on, labels-offOver 160 clinical correlatesFocuses on the targeted
information for USMLE successStudents' praise for this textbook:If someone were to tell me I
could only keep one anatomy text and/or atlas, this is the one I would choose.Really nice
presentation of the information, I love the way the author makes it easier to understand and
remember the anatomy [information]. This is really good for students and for specialists who
want a nice review.About the AuthorUniversity of Massachusetts
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Jordan M, “Lifesaving Simplified Approach to Medical Anatomy Concepts. I'm a medical student,
and I really struggled with anatomy. This book is really great to point out big picture concepts
and some common clinical high-yield topics. I don't necessarily recommend it instead of a
textbook, because it doesn't go into as many details about the anatomy or the clinical aspects,
but it's great if you're like me, and you just need a really simple explanation. After reading this
book, I finally understand the different types of nerves and the differences between the vetebra
from one area of the spine to another. I also like that this book isn't too long. It's less
overwhelming and has a good balance of pictures and text. The only thing that I would change is
that I would color code each chapter to make things easier to find. BOTTOM LINE: if you're
struggling with medical anatomy and need a simplified approach, this book is essential for you. If
you're doing fine with anatomy, or are a diehard Netter's fan, then pass this one up.”

Blazer, “Really excellent combo of text/atlas. This is a really great book which I bought at the
suggestion of a classmate. I find that the drawings in this book much better portray the spatial
relationships of the muscles and structures than my other books like Netter or Rohen's. In other
words, the "3D" effect of the anatomy is better in this one. I also found the origin/insertion/action/
innervation charts highly useful, which is something you don't get with a book like Netter's.
Additionally, the drawings are less busy- there are fewer terms/things identified per drawing. The
result is that it is much easier to approach the anatomy for the first time. The questions are
decent; I prefer BRS anatomy for questions. There are good clinical correlates, but again I think
BRS does a better job with those.I don't use this book by itself, but if someone were to tell me I
could only keep one anatomy text and/or atlas, this is the one I would choose.”

Michael Brown, “A must-have anatomy text for any health professional student or anatomy
student! An essential addition to your medical library.. Amazing anatomy resource. A great,
concise alternative to using a different textbook. In our curriculum, we used Clinically Oriented
Anatomy as a textbook for our anatomy studies, but soon my fellow classmates discovered this
text we dubbed "Gilroy" and soon, due to the text's affordable pricetag and colorful, thorough
diagrams, everyone purchased this book and it has now become a staple in our curriculum. If
you are frustrated by other anatomy textbooks, do yourself a favor and pick up this gem of a text.
It will soon become your best friend if you are a medical student.”

Nicolas Curi, “Bought it due to First Aid indication. Been using this book for 3 months now. I gotta
say, it's a powerful resource, but you must combine with other soucers. The best one I would
recommend is using this book along Kapit's. Great combo.”

Gift Card Recipient, “Superb anatomy atlas. Needed a desk side reference. Excellent
illustrations and video content!”



Wook Seong Kim, “Good. Good for my son”

Prasad, “Good book, some of the concepts are well presented. Good book, some of the
concepts are well presented, and very much like the small boxes with summaries of  injuries etc.”

Boobag, “Four Stars. Very good anatomy book, but remember it is an 'essential' book so won't
go into in-depth anatomy.”

Jacob Smith, “Must have book for reference.. Worth it! I'm just loving it because, it's very handy
when it comes to reference. Just combine this book with anyother main book of your wish. ”

Katie123, “Great Illustrations. It was required for my class as there were readings assigned from
it but the professor picked a great book. The illustrations are great, very clear, and easy to learn
from.”

GP, “Great!. Amazing coursebook, great pictures, not in-depth knowledge, very easy to read and
learn, I am in love with anatomy now! Ps: lacks some neuroanatomy!”

pratyush ranjan behera, “A must buy for UGs. Awesome book”

The book by Anne M Gilroy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 95 people have provided feedback.
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